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crossing borders in african literatures - project muse - crossing borders in african literatures chin ce,
charles smith published by african books collective ce, chin & smith, charles. crossing borders in african
literatures. negotiating spaces, crossing borders - stichproben - negotiating spaces, crossing borders:
public/private spheres in adimora-ezeigbo’s . the last of the strong ones . omolola ladele . abstract . in modern
socializations, the public sphere is often a political space that gives entrée to the citizenry for unrestricted
participation in public discourse. expectedly, it opens up discursive spaces in which people either as individuals
or as ... becoming women: awareness of migration and double loyalty - private and public spheres
thanks to the analysis of life histories are suitable to grasp the specific effects of handing down and its
interaction with the socialization over genera- tions. cosmopolitan identities in mosques - springer - 4
cosmopolitan identities in mosques this chapter addresses some of the diverse ways in which british muslim
women engage with religious spheres. ‘falling women’–‘saving angels’: spaces of contested ... individuals’lifestagesroughtheendeavour of travelling public and private spheres intertwine and railway
stations are spaces of fear and alienation just as much as they crossing the borders of whiteness? white
muslim women who ... - crossing the borders of whiteness? white muslim women who wear the hijabin
britain today myfanwy franks abstract literature which debates the degree of liberation or oppression
associated french cultural studies - journalsgepub - multilingual ones, in which language use is impacted
by a complex network of spheres of influence. this article offers a new approach to understanding the place of
the language in french films about border-crossing in today’s europe. exiles and desire crossing female
bodies: nina bouraoui’s ... - exiles and desire crossing female bodies 115 sarah and nina’s illegitimate
bodies respectively navigate between lebanon and the united states, between france and algeria. estudios
irlandeses aedei transgressing boundaries ... - and private spheres in order to exhibit the consequences
of sectarianism (cleary 1996: 238-244). reflecting the region’s problems in their most concentrated form,
belfast becomes a popular setting for boundary crossing relationships. joe cleary maintains that the interest
and appeal of these narratives is “their drive to imagine some kind of reconciliation between the two
conflicting ... youth and political participation 2013-11-15 - united nations - in a number of project
countries, youth exclusion was strongly evident, often crossing with other forms of marginalization linked to
gender, location, culture and/or community. across the projects, mutable meanings: gender equality in
education and ... - cultural spheres, and the many connected sites in which equality needs to be realised.
despite this very limited meaning of “gender as a noun” (i.e. education as attainment at school, and equality
as sameness or parity), this is the meaning most often deployed in some widely used international frameworks
as discussed below. a second way to think about gender is one which draws out the ...
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